Adjusted on: 10/5 30-Year Bond: The keys here are: taking out 138.20 (it MAY take extending the lows tho) can refocus us
on a move to 136.00. Upside, extending the highs brings everything above into play –with 140.25 being the best fade. 10Year Treasury Notes: Although this pivot DOES offer support, IF that support fails, we should see a pretty quick drop back to
124.225-22. If the bulls can hold the pivot and generate some strength (I’ll use 125.095 to confirm that) we can look for a test
of 125.23 and 126.01. 5-Year Treasury Notes: Even WITH the yield at this pivot it still needs to be bought carefully; it is the
last real place the bulls can maintain control and avoid a move back down to 117.21. Upside, while 119.01_2 (and higher at
119.185 and 119.235) are all solid targets, the market needs to deal with tough resistance spots on the way to them. S&P500
Stock Index: WHO controls this pivot will be the key; bull control actually points to a move to 2014.25…weakness – and
rejecting 1966.50 is included in this thought – will let SPs stay focused on 1920 and 1910.50

DEC BONDS

DEC 10s

DEC 5s

DEC SP500

141.02 target

126.09 pivotal

119.05*

1990.50*

140.25 pivotal

126.01 pivotal

119.01_2 target

1977.75*

140.16 target

125.23 rec highs

118.29 resistance

1966.50 pivotal

140.01 highs

125.095*

118.24_2 watch

1956.00 PIVOT (sm true)

139.26

124.31 PIVOT (true)

118.18 resistance

1940.00 support

139.07* PIVOT

124.225 keep watching

118.13 PIVOT (13_2% too?)

1930.25

138.20 pivotal

124.22

118.085*

1920.00 pivotal

138.11 Friday’s low

124.12*

117.30_7*

138.00 still need to watch

124.03*

117.21 pivotal

%?

137.13 3.25%?
137.10*
136.27*

136.21*

Economic Calendar (all times Central)

Expected

Last

No reports scheduled
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